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Comprehensive 
service support adds 
value to forklifts 
ROBYN WILKINSON I CREAMER MEDIA STAFF WRITER 

I ndustrial equipment supplier Smith Power 
Equipment (SPE) is ensuri ng that the 
value-add on its range of imported fork-

1 i fts meets customer requirements, while 
balancing performance and cost to help com
panie manage the economic challenges. 

''Forklifts are fairly standard pieces of 
equipment and our focus is. thus, on the 
services we can provide with the product. 
We offer new and refurbished units that can 
be tailored to suit clients' requirements and 
budgets and. in addition, handover training 
is provided when needed. spares are readily 
available and technicians are on hand if 
their expertise is required on site." says SPE 
marketing manager Robert Keir. 

SPE is the sole distributor of Chinese fork
lift brand Kipor in South Africa and has 
been providing the local market with units 

· From page 32 
of a driver. Once an incident is reported, the 
driver's manager is notified and receives a 
ystem-generated report. 
If the client also has a MiX Fleet Manager 

solution in place. additional vehicle and 
driver data will be used to invest igate the 
driving incident. The telematic information 
can be used to determine which driver identi
fication tag was used for the vehicle involved 
in a reported incident. thus confirming the 
identity of the driver responsible. 

The telematic data will also confirm that 
the vehicle was at the reported location and 
provide additional information such as the 
speed at which the vehicle was travelli ng 
at the time. If a MiX Vi ion in-cab video 
solution is in place. the video and audio 
footage at the time of the reported incident 
will also provide additional information to 
analyse the event in detail. 

"Our biggest clients for this programme 
to date include freigh t and fast-movi ng 
consumer good leaders Imperial. Barloworld 
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ranging between 2 t and 5 tin size capability 
s ince 2010. 

In June. SPE <:upplied two refurbished 
Kipor 2.5 t diesel fork li fts to Johannesburg 
building materials sup?lier Icon Bricks. This 
provides a hardy solution for the company's 
outdoor materials handling requirements. An 
additional filtration system was included on 
these units to protect tte engines from che fine 
dust particles that proliferate in an environ
ment where cement and bricks are handled. 

''These were the first two forklifts that we 
supplied to Icon Bricks: feedback from the 
client has been so pos:tive that we are now in 
negotiations for a second contract to expand 
their Kipor fteet ... says SPE forklift dealer 
sales manager Sunee Heyns. 

A lthough SPE ca n offer only a limited 
warranty on refurbished forklifts. these units 

and Unitrans: however. this solution is not 
limited to these indus tries and can be used 
by any company that has a fteet of vehicles." 
highlights Fraser. 

Product Particulars 
MiX Telem at ics offers a range of other 
monitoring and control solutions that can 
be used independently or in conju nction 
with MiX ReportMyDriving to further assist 
fleet operations. 

The MiX Journey Management tool offer 
an electronic alternative to paper-based 
manual journey management, facilitating 
the coordination of inbound and outbound 
goods wi thout the risk of human error. Fraser 
notes that the solution features several func
tions that ensure that all information relating 
to the cargo's journey is presented in a clear 
and efficient manner to faci litate quicker 
decision-making. 

The olution facilitates risk assessments of 
the driver. the environment and the assets in 
transit before the journey begins. as well as 
real-time monit0ring of the trip, providing 
notification for operations staff if a driver 
deviates from a route plan. 

Meanwhile, the MiX Telematics FM Lite-S 

provide a cost-effective solution for smaller 
companies, with the quality and reliability of 
the product ensured through a comprehensive 
overhaul and testing process. Heyns high
light that this includes checks of the engine. 
wiring and tyres, as well as painting of the 
unit and a load test. 

With an advanced streamline design. a solid, 
sturdy frame and suspended and movable 
seat. Heyns notes that the Kipor forkl ifts 
have become a popular materials handling 
option for smaller South African companies. 
The brand is also gaining traction further into 
Africa. with SPE seeing increased demand 
for Kipor forkl ifts in Malawi. Zimbabwe. 
Namibia and Mozambique. 

Kipor forklifts are. moreover. equipped 
with either diesel or electric motors. Keir 
explains that electric forklifts are better suited 
to indoor warehouse applications and indus
tries, such as food and beverage production. 
where fuel emissions are problematic. These 
units require a larger financial investment 
than their diesel-driven counterparts and 
requi re standby time to charge the batteries. 

A range of attachments - including bale 
clamps. fork positioners. cranes and double 
pallet handlers - are also available to meet 
customer-specific requiremenLS. 

"Kipor is able to expand forklift and 
applications and ensure that the units meet 
customer requirements." :n 
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- developed specifically for the materials 
handling industry - monitor equipment 
performance. allowing the owner immedi
ate access to the location of the vehicle, the 
engine meter reading and improved service 
planning tools. To reduce fuel costs and 
maximise production. this solution enables 
the fleet owner to have remote access to 
critical. real-time meter readings. Elements 
such as driving. idle and parking times can. 
thus. be monitored. assisting in curbing 
unnecessary fuel consumption. 

Further. the M iX Telcmatics Forkl ift 
Manager provides a telemetry solution for 
warehousing equipment by monitoring 
operator and machine performance and 
use. The ystern improves productivity. 
enhances safety and reduces costs asso
ciated with machine maintenance. and 
damage to fac il ities. equipment and products 
in any warehouse environment. 

With this monitoring system in place. 
the company says operator accountability 
i improved. behavioural risks are reduced. 
machine use is increased and repair costs 
are lowered. all of which re ult in berter 
productivity. ;n 
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